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SABRE MULTI-ROLE DISRUPTER KIT

Very lightweight high-power multi-role re-usable disrupter for IEDD/EOD and Search tasks

Titanium body, corrosion resistant articulating
arm and stand
Powerful multi-shot device with minimum
recoil
Deploys on a lightweight stand with excellent
stand-off capability
Ideal for Assault IEDD, Special Forces, and SWAT
teams
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Disrupt

Disrupter Cartridges

Supplied with piston and closure cap. Minimum order
quantity 90

Classification
Packing Group
NEQ per box
Packed 		

Power Device 1.4C UN0276
134
0.060kg
Standard steel ammunition box

Attach

Flying Spike
A secure anchor with rigging loop to lift, move, manipulate an object
SPECIFICATION
75mm long, 11mm dia, 40g weight, 130kg lifting capacity
(2.95” long, 0.4” dia, 1.4oz weight, 286 lbs lifting capacity)
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The Flying Spike is designed to penetrate into the mass of an object and create an
anchor with which to remotely or semi-remotely lift, pull or drag the object.
The Spike carries a strong metal line with a rigging loop which remains outside
the object penetrated by the Spike. Operators can attach a tactical pulling line
to the loop to manipulate the object either directly or with the assistance of an
A-Frame or ROV.
The Spike is capable of penetrating a wide range of materials and can be used for
main charge extraction, opening building doors and vehicle doors, creating an
anchor for rigging operations, dragging suspicious objects clear and many other
tactical events.
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Cut

Flying Ceramic Knife
SPECIFICATION
95mm long, 26mm dia, 23g weight
(3.75”, 1” dia, 0.8oz weight)

Break

Flying Ceramic
Window Breaker
SPECIFICATION
60mm long, 16mm dia, 4g weight (2.3”, 0.63” dia, 0.14oz weight)
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Disrupt - Cut - Break - Attach

Multi-Role Disrupter Kit
The kit comes in a soft pouch to hold the disrupter, its stand, articulating arm,
cleaning tools and cartridges.

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions 	165mm long x 30mm dia (6.5” long x 1.2” dia)
Bore		

9.5mm (0.374”)

Weight - disrupter

250g (8.8oz)

Weight - stand

500g (17.6oz)

Weight - full kit

1.5kg (3.3lbs)		
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